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ABSTRACT
We present an empirical study on the use of keystroke analytics to capture and understand how writers manage their time and make inferences on how they allocate their cognitive resources during essay writing. The results suggest three distinct longitudinal patterns of writing process that describe how writers approach an essay task in a writing assessment. Discussion of the potential applications of keystroke analytics for improving teaching, learning, and assessing writing are also provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of writing process has long been of interest to the writing research community (e.g., [4], [18], [12], [19], [22]). With the advances in technology, keystroke logging has become a practical and popular tool to capture and study the process of composition in a wide range of contexts [10]. In this study, we demonstrate some research findings on the use of keystroke analytics to understand writers’ time management during their writing process. The results have practical implications for the teaching and learning of writing in classrooms.

Previous research on writing cognition suggested several subprocesses of writing [9], including task analysis, text planning, idea generation, translating ideas into natural language, transcribing language onto paper (handwriting) or a screen (keyboard-based writing), text revision, copy editing and reviewing. Figure 1 illustrates a simplified version of Hayes cognitive writing model, which specified four main subprocesses of writing. Specifically, idea generation and task preparation (i.e., proposer) often manifest as pauses at the start of writing and at sentence boundaries; fluency of putting ideas into language (i.e., translator) primarily relates to the size of long sequences of text production without major interruption (also known as “burst”); orthographic proficiency and motor skill (i.e., transcriber) typically relates to pauses inside a word and to edits designed to make immediate corrections to spelling errors or typos; and editing and reviewing (i.e., evaluator) usually show up as jumps to different locations in the text to make changes or replace large chunks of existing text with new content.

Figure 1: A Cognitive Model of Writing Process

One important implication from the cognitive model is that writing is not a linear process and successful writing calls for effective management and coordination of the subprocesses. Drawing from the cognitive theories of writing, an overview of the types of activities occurring during text composition can be found in [5]. The cognitive resources, as stated in [3], required to carry out each activity do not distribute randomly over the text-production process. Writers often need to decide on which goals to prioritize at which time point because they simply do not have unlimited working memory to accomplish everything at once [11]. With the availability of keystroke logs, how writers distribute their time and cognitive resource to various subprocesses of writing can be quantified and analyzed, which is described in the next section. In this study, we aim to tackle a specific research question of whether there are distinct writing-process patterns that may be detected with regard to how writers allocate their cognitive resource to various subprocesses of writing. An identification of meaningful writing profiles will have practical implications for instructors to design curriculum suitable to their classes, and personalize their instruction for learners with different needs and characteristics.

1.1 Keystroke Logging
We consider keystroke logging as a recording of every keypress that the writer makes on the keyboard. The gap time between two consecutive keypresses is often called an interkey interval (IKI), which is also recorded in keystroke logging. A single keystroke record in JSON format may look like this: \{"p": "1", "o": "", "n": "I", "t": "0.57"\}, where
"p" is the position in the text box, "o" is the current text at that position, "n" is the change made to that position, and "t" is the time elapsed since the start of writing. In this example, the writer inserted a character "I" at position 1 in the text box at a timestamp of 0.57 seconds, computed relative to when the writing started (i.e., at 0 elapsed seconds). The overall behavioral process of text production can then be presented by a sequence of keystroke records. More importantly, qualitative labels may be attached to characterize a keystroke record in terms of the type (e.g., insertion, deletion) and location (e.g., inside of a word, end of a sentence) of an action, along with the content and associated time stamp. For the hypothetical example given in Table 1 (for illustration purpose only), the writer spends 5.13 seconds to write a full sentence: "It is a fun day." During the process, the writer changed the choice of a word from "good" to "fun" and inserted a character "I" at position 1. The small-scale zig-zag pattern in both figures suggests that both writers conducted a fair amount of quick fixes or local edits mostly on the word level (e.g., typo correction, word-choice revision, removing/adding punctuation marks) at the end of the text as they write. The writer in Figure 2 showed evidence of global-level editing behavior towards the end of the writing session, when the writer moved the cursor to different parts of the text to make changes, as can be seen from the relatively large gaps between the purple and green lines. This type of jump-edit behavior is rather absent in Figure 3 for which the writer showed a much more linear writing process.

As Table 1 indicates, keystroke logs allow the visible aspects of the text-production process to be precisely reconstructed and retrospectively replayed. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate one approach to visualizing the dynamics of the text-production process by plotting the time elapsed (horizontal axis) against text length and cursor position (vertical axis). When the writer is appending or deleting text at the end of the text, the dashed purple line (text length) and the solid green line (cursor position) would converge; when the writer is making changes elsewhere in the text, the green cursor-line would diverge from the purple length-line. The gaps between the two lines can indicate the degree of the "jump" action. The length-line can go up or down indicating adding or removing of content. The small-scale zig-zag pattern in both figures suggests that both writers conducted a fair amount of quick fixes or local edits mostly on the word level (e.g., typo correction, word-choice revision, removing/adding punctuation marks) at the end of the text as they write. The writer in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>PosInText</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>ContentLen</th>
<th>TimeStamp</th>
<th>ActionType</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>WordIntented</th>
<th>CursorJump</th>
<th>TextToDate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>WordStart</td>
<td>It</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>It</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(space)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>BetweenWords</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>WordStart</td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(space)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>BetweenWords</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>WordStart</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(space)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>BetweenWords</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>WordStart</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(space)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>BetweenWords</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>WordStart</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a fun da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>InWord</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a fun day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>PuncMark</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>It is a fun day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ContentLen=Content Length. ContentLen usually takes the value of 1 unless the writer cuts or pastes in a chunk of text with more than one character. PuncMark=Punctuation Mark. CursorJump can take a binary value of "Y" or "N".

1.2 Inferences & Relations to Writing Quality
The nature and location of the changes that writers make to their text directly can directly support inferences about where the writer is cognitively in the composition process. For example, a long pause followed by insertion of a written outline is suggestive of task analysis and idea generation; a long pause at the phrasal or sentence boundaries followed by a burst of text production is a sign of sentence planning; alternating between insert and delete actions on a character-level inside of a word is likely an indication of spelling correction or word finding; if a writer types long sequences of words thereby adding new content, it is reasonably safe to assume that the writer is primarily engaged in content generation; and, if a writer jumps to various locations (tracked by cursor position) in the text to make changes, the writer is more likely in the state of text reviewing and revision (e.g., [6], [16]). Previous research has reported that the
process of writing, such as the total time spent on writing, between-word pause tempo, initial pause length before typing a word, length of long burst (i.e., stretches of long sequence of text production), and extent of text editing and revision, relate to the quality of the final written product (e.g., 3, 17, 2, 27). In this study, we largely followed the practice described in 8 by classifying each interkey interval (i.e., gap time between two keystrokes) into one of the following four cognitive states in writing. These states intend to operationalize the theoretical subprocesses proposed in Hayes model, although there will unavoidably be gaps between theory and practice. Long Pause state, representing text planning, idea generation and deliberation, or hesitation and struggle with text production; Text Production state, representing relatively fluent content generation without major interruption where interruption is signaled by an extended pause; Local Editing state, representing localized (mostly on the word-level) minor text editing; and Global Editing state, representing reviewing, revision and copy editing on the whole passage/text level.

2. METHOD

2.1 Data Set
The data set was collected from a high-school equivalency testing program, which contains five subject tests: English language arts – reading, English language arts – writing, math, science, and social science. The focus of this study was the essay writing task in the writing subtest. In responding to the essay task, the examinees are expected to read two sources with different perspectives on a common issue (e.g., whether success is more the result of talent or of hard work), and then express and explain their opinions in writing while appropriately incorporating evidence from the sources. Each submitted essay was scored holistically on a 0-6 scale by two trained human raters according to a standardized grading rubric. Essays receiving a human score of 0 were excluded from analysis as those essays tend to have aberrant characteristics such as being empty, not in English, or consisting of random keystrokes. In this study, we selected two writing forms administered between September 2017 and August 2018 for investigation. Each form contained one essay writing task, or prompt. The sample size used for analysis was approximately 500 in each prompt. The analyses were conducted on the first (base) prompt, and then replicated on the second prompt to validate the consistency of the findings.

2.2 Propensity Score Matching
To ensure comparability, propensity score matching (PSM) 4 was used to minimize irrelevant factors such as performance level and the participants’ demographics and to balance covariates between the participants who responded to either of the two prompts. Also, the two different prompts were not administered at random, thus necessitating this step. A logistic regression model was developed to generate the propensity scores, and a one-to-one greedy matching without replacement algorithm with a caliper value of 0.05 was applied to find the matches in the prompt 2 sample to make it most comparable to the prompt 1 sample 15. The caliper value refers to the maximum distance in propensity scores; hence the smaller the caliper value, the closer the match. In performing the PSM, the covariates were chosen based on our understanding of the examination and the examinee population, and on findings from previous reports on subgroup differences in writing process (e.g., 7, 25). The covariates included for propensity score matching were gender (Male or Female), ethnicity (White, Black, Hispanic, or others/unreported), employment status (Full-time, Part-time, Unemployed, or others/unreported), highest education level (Below Grade 9, Some high school, others/unreported), English as best communicative language (Yes or No), as well as scores on the subject tests other than writing. All the demographic background variables were self-reported by the participants on a voluntary basis.

2.3 Feature Extraction
Keystroke logs were recorded automatically as writers composed their essays. A two-stage procedure was applied for feature extraction. In Stage 1, we classified each interkey interval (IKI) into one of four heuristically-defined and mutually-exclusive writing states by following the practice in 8 with some modifications. In Stage 2, we split each log into ten time periods by evenly dividing the total writing duration into ten segments, as one way to align and compare the logs of different length in duration. The choice of ten time periods was made to balance the duration of each segment, which should be long enough to detect any patterns related to time distribution, and the number of segments, which should be sufficient for detecting longitudinal patterns.

Stage 1: Classification of writing states. The general programming logic is as follows.

• Step 1. Define Long Pause (LP) state. If an IKI is longer than n times in-word typing speed, it is then labelled as P. The keystroke sequence in between two adjacent Ps is considered a burst.
• Step2: Define Text Production (TP) state. Inside of a burst, if there is an absence of Delete action, or the max number of a Delete sequence is smaller than k, label all IKIs in this burst as TP. If there is a consecutive delete action sequence with k or more number of Deletes, temporarily change all IKIs in this burst to R, which will be refined in the next step.
• Step 3. Define Local Editing (LE) state. Use an m-IKI moving window to scan through the keystroke sequence within an R-burst. That is, the first moving window contains the 1\textsuperscript{st} to the m\textsuperscript{th} IKIs in a burst; the second moving window contains the 2\textsuperscript{nd} to the (m+1)\textsuperscript{th} IKIs in the burst; and so on.
  • If all IKIs in a moving window are Inserts or contain less than s Deletes, change the first record in the moving window from R to TP. Continue with the same logic to the next moving window.
  • If a moving window contains equal to or more than s Delete actions, label all the m records in the moving window as LE.
• Step 4. Define Global Editing (GE) state. GE is indicated by text deletion while crossing sentence boundaries or making jump-edits elsewhere in the text away from the current location.
are customizable. In this study, we chose 12 state-transition possibilities (e.g., TP of various transitions, etc. Among the four states, there are state, proportion of time spent on each state, the frequency once all the IKIs are labelled, consecutive IKIs of the same state can be further aggregated. Each keystroke log can be described by the total number of states, the duration of each state, proportion of time spent on each state, the frequency of various transitions, etc. Among the four states, there are 12 state-transition possibilities (e.g., TP → GE) in total.

Stage 2: In this stage, we used the state classification generated above to calculate a writer’s time distribution at various points during the writing process. To accomplish this goal, we divided each keystroke log into ten even time-periods. We then calculated the proportion of time spent in each writing state within a time period. As a result, each keystroke log was represented by a vector of 40 elements (i.e., four states times ten segments). The elements’ values (i.e., percentages) could range from 0 to 100. When it is a 0, it simply means that the writer did not spend time on an activity (e.g., Local Editing) during that time period (which is one tenth of the total time). Similarly, when the value is 100, it means that a writer spent all his/her time on an activity (e.g., Global Editing) during that time period. With this information, the longitudinal pattern of time allocation can be revealed and investigated. We can analyze, for example, how writers spend their time at the beginning, middle, or end of their writing process, whether writers distribute their effort evenly or differently at various time-points during the writing process, and whether there are distinct profiles with regard to time management of an individual writing process.

2.4 Cluster Analysis and Interpretation
Using the writing samples in each of the two prompts, we conducted hierarchical cluster analysis (agglomerative approach) with Ward linkage using the Euclidean distance metric [20]. The proportion of time spent in each state at the ten time-points was used to create 40 input variables. Each input variable was standardized to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one across individuals in a prompt [13].

The cluster analysis was done separately for each prompt, with the second prompt serving as a replication sample to turning point. Considering all the evidence, we decided on the middle plot, and semipartial R-square on the right plot. The results suggested a peak on the Pseudo-F statistic and Semipartial R-square statistic that were considered for model selection in prompt 2. The results for prompt 1 are similar. The X-axis in both plots is the number of clusters ranging from 1 to 50. The Y axis is the Pseudo-F statistic on the left plot, R-squared on the middle plot, and semipartial R-square on the right plot. The results suggested a peak on the Pseudo-F statistic with a 3-cluster solution. The semipartial R-square plot shows an elbow point at cluster 3. The model R-squared (not shown) appears to go up continuously without a clear turning point. Considering all the evidence, we decided on three clusters as the most parsimonious and sensible solution for the this study sample.

3.3 Comparing the Clusters
Given the multivariate nature of the clustering variables, we drew radar charts to visualize the time distribution at the

3. RESULTS
3.1 Outcome of Propensity Scoring Matching
The samples resulting from the propensity score matching are closely comparable between the two prompts (Table 2). In the first (base) prompt, males and females were evenly distributed; 53% of the examinees self-identified as White, 12% as Black, 14% as Hispanic; 4% reported that their highest grade level was below Grade 9, 62% reported having some high school education; 16% were working part-time, 17% were working full time, 23% were unemployed at the time of the examination. The majority of the examinees, 94%, indicated English as their best communicative language. The demographic background distribution of the second prompt, after matching, was very similar to that for the base prompt. The matched samples for prompt 2 also showed comparable means of the subtest scores to those for the base prompt.

3.2 Cluster Analysis Results
To decide the optimal number of clusters, we first examined the dendrograms, which indicated a solution of 3 or 4 clusters for both prompts. Figures 2 and 3 show the results of the Pseudo-F statistic and Semipartial R-square statistic that were considered for model selection in prompt 2. The results for prompt 1 are similar. The X-axis in both plots is the number of clusters ranging from 1 to 50. The Y axis is the Pseudo-F statistic on the left plot, R-squared on the middle plot, and semipartial R-square on the right plot. The results suggested a peak on the Pseudo-F statistic with a 3-cluster solution. The semipartial R-square plot shows an elbow point at cluster 3. The model R-squared (not shown) appears to go up continuously without a clear turning point. Considering all the evidence, we decided on three clusters as the most parsimonious and sensible solution for the this study sample.

3.3 Comparing the Clusters
Given the multivariate nature of the clustering variables, we drew radar charts to visualize the time distribution at the
Table 2: Comparability between Prompts after Propensity Score Matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Hisp.</th>
<th>Below9</th>
<th>HS</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>Unemp.</th>
<th>Eng(Y)</th>
<th>Mean Score (Scale: 0 - 20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (base)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>12.23 11.55 14.11 13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (matched)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>12.19 11.73 13.97 13.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Below9: Below Grade 9; HS: some high school; PT: part-time employee; FT: full-time employee; Unemp.: unemployed; Eng(Y): English as best communicative language; SS: Social Science

Figure 4: Pseudo-F statistic x N of Cluster

Figure 5: Semipartial statistic x N of Cluster

Figure 6: Radar Chart (Prompt 1)

Figure 7: Radar Chart (Prompt 2)

Cluster 1 (blue colored, solid line in both prompts) writers have a distinct pattern with notable spikes on the TP state over the course of the writing process. Because the total writing time is constrained and writers can only do one thing at a time, if the writers spend more time on text production, they would necessarily spend less time on the other activities such as editing or revision. This constraint is evident from the plots where, for Cluster 1, the proportion of time spent on long pauses and editing is relatively smaller. Cluster 2 (orange colored, dashed line) writers, on average, have a much smoother circle compared to Cluster-1. Cluster 2 writers appeared to have distributed their efforts more evenly throughout the writing process. The allocation of time across the four writing states is relatively balanced over the course of the writing session. In general, Cluster 1 seems to represent a group of writers that compose linearly without showing much editing behaviors, while Cluster 2 seems to represent writers that also consistently produce text but still spend time on text planning and conduct text editing and revision as they write. Cluster 3 (green colored, dotted line) writers further showed a distinct time-management pattern from the other two clusters. The writers in Cluster-3 appeared to have difficulties in generating text at the start of the writing session, as evidenced by the lack of text production (TP-1) and a higher proportion of the local editing behaviors (GE-1 and LE-1) in the first time period, which suggested possible false starts during the writing process. This “struggling” pattern appeared to have persisted into later stages of the writing process, as evidenced by a higher proportion of time spent on long pauses compared to text production or editing.

We also examined the actual length of time writers stayed in a state before transitioning to a different state. The results suggest that the three clusters not only differ in their relative time distributions during writing, but also in the total time writers stayed in different states. Each cluster displayed distinct patterns consistent across prompts: Cluster 1 writers spent considerably less time on long pauses than Clusters 2 and 3 writers; Cluster 2 writers spent notably larger amounts of time making word-level local edits than Clusters 1 and 3 writers by approximately 1 minute in Prompt 1 and 2 minutes in Prompt 2; and Clusters 3 writers generally spent less time on text production than Clusters 1 and 2 writers by about 1-2 minutes in Prompt 1 and about 3.5 minutes in Prompt 2. An additional interesting difference between Clusters 1 and 2 is that Cluster 2 writers not only spent longer time on local editing, but also on global editing by about 3 minutes in both prompts. A close comparison between Clusters 2 and 3 further revealed that Cluster 2 writers also appeared to spend more time on long pauses than Cluster 3 writers by a small margin in Prompt 1 and by a rather large margin in Prompt 2.

Taking into account both absolute time spent in each state, and relative time in each state, Cluster 2 writers appear to have shown a stable-tempo, interactive process pattern in which they switch repeatedly between the activities of text planning, text production, and text editing over the course of their writing sessions. Although more data are needed to verify this interpretation, the long pauses demonstrated by Cluster 3 writers throughout the writing session appeared to be signals of hesitation and difficulties in content generation. Finally, Cluster 1 writers seem to be relatively quick and fluent at generating ideas (as evidenced by fewer long pauses) and at translation and transcription (that is, at expressing their ideas in written form).

To better understand and interpret the identified clusters, Table 3 further compares the characteristics of student essays across the three clusters. Cluster 1 writers spent the shortest time on the writing task on average (22.94 minutes...
In this paper, we presented a study on the use of keystroke analytics to understand writers’ cognitive processes during writing. One possible outcome of this study, and of the larger research program of which it is a part, would be to providing actionable writing feedback to instructors and learners. However, before we can reach this goal, we need to develop a clear understanding of how writing processes change as a result of learning and instruction. This study provides a first attempt to address this issue, by identifying characteristic longitudinal patterns of time management that writers display when they respond to an essay writing task. The current results suggest that there are at least three distinct writing profiles that describe how writers approach an on-demand essay writing task. Though, it will be critical that the analysis to be replicated with more data. In the future, for writers placed into different profiles, we can imagine giving customized suggestions on writing strategies to improve learning and practice. Obviously, more research is needed to further validate the meaning and interpretation of the profiles we have detected. Possible approaches include cognitive interviews to elicit writers’ understanding of what they were doing, combining eye-tracking technique with keystroke logging to get a better sense of where the writer’s attention was focused and how changes in the focus of attention interacts with pause patterns, and convening an expert panel to determine whether the clusters derived by statistical analysis align with expert judgments about what the writers were doing at each point in the writing process. The availability of keystroke logs makes it possible to replay a writer’s composition process like a movie. Such replays can then be presented as stimuli to assist and guide cognitive interviews or the expert review process. Statistical tests will be necessary to detect if the profiles are significantly different beyond the practical importance. It will also be essential to replicate our analyses on a wide range of writing prompts, a broader variety of writing tasks, and across many different writer populations, as well as to study how well findings resulting from timed-writing tasks can be generalized to writing tasks with no time restriction.

The association between cluster assignment and demographic background is worth further investigation. The study of writing process ought to integrate with the social and linguistic context [21]. Previous studies have reported subgroup differences in writing processes (e.g., between native and non-native speakers in [24], between male and female writers in [26], between black and white students in [7]). It is conceivable helpful and valuable to give information about writing profiles to provide customized feedback to writers from different linguistic, social, and educational backgrounds.

Finally, although this is beyond the scope of the current study, it is worth mentioning that keystroke-enabled process visualization such as those illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 in and of itself, may have instructional value, by making it easier for students to understand and self-reflect their writing processes. For instance, teachers may select replays and graphs to demonstrate a specific writing subprocess or a writing strategy, to help the class understand how to implement a more effective writing process. Teachers might also be able to use such graphs during their one-on-one con-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
<th>Cluster 3</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
<th>Cluster 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay Score (scale: 2 - 12)</td>
<td>5.51 (1.70)</td>
<td>5.64 (1.54)</td>
<td>5.43 (1.53)</td>
<td>5.38 (1.59)</td>
<td>5.42 (1.74)</td>
<td>4.51 (1.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay Length (in words)</td>
<td>305 (136)</td>
<td>324 (145)</td>
<td>289 (128)</td>
<td>287 (129)</td>
<td>290 (127)</td>
<td>236 (118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on Task (in minutes)</td>
<td>22.94 (11.56)</td>
<td>36.60 (15.65)</td>
<td>32.36 (14.16)</td>
<td>25.45 (12.39)</td>
<td>36.04 (14.86)</td>
<td>26.88 (14.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (words/min)</td>
<td>15.02 (6.19)</td>
<td>9.94 (4.43)</td>
<td>9.96 (4.09)</td>
<td>12.85 (5.71)</td>
<td>8.97 (3.98)</td>
<td>10.82 (6.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Proficiency and Demographic Distributions of Clusters

Note: Values in parentheses are standard deviations. Values on the lower-half of the table are the percent of various subgroups within a cluster.
ference with their students to help them better understand their writing strengths and weaknesses (such as lack of editing, low-level engagement, or lack of sufficient attention to idea generation) that are revealed by the keystroke log. Future research is encouraged to gather teacher and student feedback on the assistive value of keystroke logs in their teaching and learning experience.
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